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Abstract-In this paper we obtain the best possible constants in three inequalities between two vectorsThe 
inequalities depend on a parameter p. 
The purpose of this paper is to obtain the best possible constants (Ye, &, and ‘yP in the following 
inequalities: 
JJalp-*a - )blpm2bl I ap(/alpw2 +[bp-‘)(a - bl (1) 
(lalpW2a - (blpm2b) * (a - b) 2 Pp la - blP (2) 
([a’$-‘a - )bjpe2b) * (a - b) 1 yp([alP-2 +]b]P-2)/a - b12 (3) 
foraila,bER’andp?2. 
Glowinski and Marrocco showed in [I] that pp is finite. In [2] the author has shown the 
existence of positive finite constants CQ and yp. 
Note that the inequalities are true for any two vectors in R”. 
In the following we will obtain the best possible constants a,, fip and yp. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
In this section we state and prove the results concerning the inequalities (l)-(3). 
THEOREM 1 
For any two vectors a, b E R2 there exists a constant ap depending only on p such that 
IJalp-‘a - )blp-2bl 5 Lyp (]alPW2 + )blp-2) (a - bl, Vp 2 2. (I) 
Moreover, 
ffp = I 1, 25~53 
I 
p-l 
2, 
3 <p. 
Proof: If a = b then (1) is true for all (Ye. 
Ifa=Oorb=Othen(1)isvalidforcwpr1.SupposeafbandbfO. 
Let 
&a, b) = I’ I 
a P-za _ ,, P-2,-, 
((a(p-2 +)blp-2) ]a - bl ’ 
(4) 
Let a = Au, b = Bv where /uI = Iv/ = 1. 
Since a Z b and &a, b) is symmetric one can assume that A 2 B. By the homogeneity of 
&(a, b) one can let A = 1. 
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Toprove(4)letu~v=&-I~0~1.Thus 
1 + BZP-2 _ ZBP- 10 
5(B, 0) = 6*h b) = ( 1 + B2 _ 2Bo)( ] + BP-.?)?’ 
Fix B and find the maximum with respect o 0 
x 
Z’ 
-2BP-‘(1 + B*-2Be)+2B(l+ B2p-‘-2BP-‘e) 
(I+ B*-2BB)*(l+ BP-‘)* ’ 
(6) 
(7) 
If 0 <B < 1 then (al/ad) > 0 for all 6, therefore 5 is an increasing function of 0 and the 
maximum is attained for 0 = 1. 
5(B, 1) = 
(I- BP-‘)* 
(1 + BP-*)*(1 - B)*’ 
Let 
41(B) = 
1 _ BP-’ 
(1+ BP-*)(1 -B) 
84, _ 1 -(p - 2)( 1 - B)BP-3 - B2p-4 
aB- (1 - B)2(1 + BP-*)* ’ 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
If p = 2 it is clear from (1) that 1y2 = (l/2). If 2 < p < 3 then (&$,/aB) = 0 only for B = 1. Since 
4,(O) = 1 and +,( 1) = 1 (L’Hospital’s rule) we obtain op = 1. 
If p = 3 (@,/dB) = 0 only for B = 0 and as before a3 = 1. 
If p > 3 then (h#q/dB) < 0 for 0 < B < 1. Thus the maximum is attained for either B = 0 or 
B = 1. Checking these two points we have (Ye = [(p - 1)/2]. 
THEOREM 2 
For any two vectors a, b E R* there exists a positive constant BP depending only on p such 
that 
Moreover, 
(lap-*a - (b(pF2b) * (a - b) 2 pp Ia - bJP, vp 22. 
Proof. Let 
/3, = 22-p, for p 2 2. 
$(a, b) = (/alP-*a - )b(p-2b) * (a - b) 
la-b(P ’ 
‘(B’ e, = 
I + BP - B( I + BP-*)@ 
(1 + B2 _ 2Be)P’2 . 
Fix B and find the minimum with respect o 8 
JJI 
as’ 
- (B + BP-‘)( I+ B2 - 2Be)p” + pB( 1 + B2 - 2Bt1)(~-~)‘~( If BP - Be - BP-‘8) = o 
(1 + B2 - 2Be)P 
Thus 
(2) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
8 =p(l+BP)-(I+B2)(I+Bp-*) 
0 
B( I+ Bp+2)(p - 2) 
(14) 
is the only zero ofa*/& 
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Note that (&,Waf?) >O for 0 = - 1 since p L 2 and 0 5 B I 1. If now l&j< 1 that 00 gives 
either a maximum value of JI, or 4 continues to increase past do, so in either case minimum 4 
occursfor 8=-l or e=+l. 
Let 
(b,(B) = l+b(B, 1)= l -BP-’ 
(1 - B)P-’ 
$2(B) = +(B, - 1) = ’ + Bp+’ 
(1 + B)“-’ ’ 
then 
P, = min IL(& 0) = mjn (WQ $2(B)). (17) 
(15) 
(16) 
Since d$,iaB and h,b2iaB do not vanish for 0 < B < 1 we have to check B = 0,l which yields the 
minimum value 
p, = 22-p. 
THEOREM 3
For any two vectors a, b E R2 there exists a constant yp independent of a, b such that 
Moreover, 
()ajpW2a - )blP-‘b) . (a - b) L yp (laps2 + )blp-2) ]a - b12, Vpr2. 
Proof. Let 
for all p L 2. 
&a, b) = 
(jape2a - (b]P-2b) . (a - b) 
([ape2 + jbpm2) (a - b12 * 
It is clear that y2 = (l/2). 
if p > 2, let 
b = -Au, A 2 0, 1~) = 1, Ia] = 1, 0 = a . u and )8]s 1. 
Thus (19) becomes 
&A, 6) = 
1 + AP + 8A( I+ Ap-2) 
(1 +Ap-2)(1 +A2+2A8)’ 
To find the minimum of [(A, 0) we have to find A, 8 such that (%fiaA) = (agaf3) = 0. 
Hence 
A( 1 + AP-2)(AP-2 - I)( 1 - A2) = 0 
(pAP-’ + 0[ 1+ (p - l)AP-‘I)( 1 + Ap-2)( 1 + A2 + 2AB) 
- (1 + AP + BA + t9Ap-‘) [(p - 2)AP-7 1 + A2 + 2AB) + 2(A + d)( 1 + A”-2)] = 0. 
(3) 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
The only zero of (21), (22) is A = 1. Since the minimum can occur on the boundary we have to 
checkthecases 8=+l, 0=-l andA=O. 
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1 + A“-’ 
5(A’ 1)=(1+A)(l+AP-2) 
1 - AP-’ 
5(A,-1)=(1_A)(,+~~-‘). 
It is easy to show that the minimum of all these four numbers is l/2. 
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